SORORITY RUSHING ENDS SUNDAY
WHEN 112 FRESHMAN GIRLS PLEDGE

Parade From U-Hut is Discontinued; Women Leave Halls in Small Groups After
Bids Are Given Out
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RHODES SCHOLAR FROM IDAHO DEAD

Harold Wyman, Attending Oxford, Dies While on Paris Vacation

Harold Wyman, Idahoan student at Oxford University in England, died while vacationing in the city of Paris, France, the other day. He was 22 years old and had been at Oxford for three years. His body was sent back to the United States for burial.

BULLETTIN BOARD

Jungle Clean Meeting

There will be a meeting of the jungle cleaners Wednesday evening at 8:00 o'clock in the city of Paris. The meeting will be held in the city hall. All jungle cleaners are invited to attend.

BROADCASTING - the Blindfold Test

GRAHAM McNAMEE, announcing

On the afternoon of July 26th, Graham McNamee, in the presence of distinguished witnesses, made the blindfold test before the microphone. A camera and a phonograph recorded the result.

MORE MILES OF SERVICE BECAUSE BROWN-/it SHOES ARE MADE TO HOLD THEIR SHAPE

$8.50

WILLIAM H. FORD

GRABBER AWARDED ERB CUP

Wayland Wills Sigma Tau Medal; Bowser Gets

To inaugurate the annual award ceremony, the annual Wills Sigma Tau Medal, Bowser gets the recipient award for his outstanding work in the field of journalism.

BOSTON TELEVISION TOWER IS COMPLETED

The Boston Television Tower, the tallest structure in the world, has been completed and is now ready for operation. The tower is 1,000 feet tall and is located on a hill overlooking the city.

OLYMPIC RECORDS FOR WOMEN

The women's Olympic records for track and field events were set on Wednesday afternoon at the Olympic Games in London. The records are as follows:

100 yards dash: 11.3 seconds
400 yards dash: 55.2 seconds
800 yards run: 1:56.3

Green, but it has been a long time since you've had any real Tutus or Chumley. Try some Bob's Tumacidea and Chile.

WILLIAM H. FORD

THE TANK-TRASHED LOOK

After the D-Day landings, every American soldier in Europe sported a pair of khaki trousers, often with a tin hat on top. This trend continued until the end of World War II. The tank-trash look was characterized by its practicality and durability.

STEWARD'S SHOE SHOP

SATISFACTORY - SERVICEABLE - SHOE REPAIRING

1204 GRAND AVENUE

Phone 2474

BOSTON STEAM LAUNDARY

AND DRY CLEANING WORKS
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More of the same good sense.
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FRESHMEN LOSE IN HULME FIGHT 17-15

Sophomores Are Dragged Through Water in Tag of War


BROWN—In all the deep shadows of an afternoon, Woodland... is the chicken cooer for us.

The "EASTER" step is in front of the dashy trim of African water maker is shown above.

Also in praise such trim

HSATY to match

BOLLES

BUSTER BROWN SHOE STORE

This is the place to get the Societies Brat Milk:

The finest in Moscow.

 Both boxed and in both.

VARSITY GROCERY & CAFE

Let's Eat.

THE correct cut of COWDEN COWS is the secret of their style. And you can't beat the COWDEN COWS for straight hay with wide bottom—no extreme heat—no dry—no mould, Two inch cuts. Wide leafy hays. Two front shelf pockets, one top pocket. Must be reasonably new collector. A variety of other colors, both narrow and wide, as well as the finest quality. See the great models at leading stores now.

Ask for them by name.

HOWARD B. COWDEN COMPANY


...with their feet on the ground

MEN of vision. Yes. But don't cover up the fact that those old Russia road builders and empire builders kept their feet firmly fixed on the ground. They faced the facts squarely. They were not demoralized for detail. They were the world's finest organizers. Pioneering the telephone industry is like that. It is a work of vision and of leadership into new fields. But back of all must be the ability to organize men, material, and machines. The telephone executive must coordinate his machine before he can run it. He must understand the possibilities in his organization before he can lead it. That done, his opportunity is immense, wide, vision—broad ambition—determination—
Navy Men's Group House is Divided into Two Leagues; Single Elimination

By ROBERT ALLISON

The military men's group house, which is now divided into two leagues, with a single elimination tournament, has been set for Thursday afternoon, with the two leagues being named "A" and "B." All military house officers are responsible for the operation of the groups. The "A" League has been declared the prime league of the two, with the "B" League being declared the secondary league.

The "A" League is composed of the following house officers: Lieutenant Chalmers, Lieutenant A. R. Fox, and Lieutenant Woods. The "B" League is composed of the following house officers: Lieutenant Woods, Lieutenant A. R. Fox, and Lieutenant Chalmers.

The tournament will begin at 3:00 p.m. with the "A" League game. The "B" League game will begin at 4:00 p.m.

GONZAGA GAME ON 
BATTLE, 9 To 6 TIE

(Gonzaga final score 32-14)

If you can’t be home Thanksgiving, do the next best thing—Send your photographs; Make an appointment today.

217 E. 3rd
Mills Studio
Phone 498

KENTWORTHY THEATRE

Thursday and Friday
CLARA BOW

in
"TIPTOES"

LADIES OF THE MOB

MORONI OLESON PLAYIZES

EXPRESSING WILFIE
October 22, at the
KENWORTHY THEATER

Tickets can be purchased of members of the Junior and Professional Women’s Club, First 49.50 and 39.50. For Commercial, Street, Utopia or Evening Wear

DAVID’S DAVID'S

aporee’s Own Store

COMING AND CHOSING

YOUTHFUL moderns who want the last word in good style will find here the Fall mode at its height, stamped with Fashion’s approval.